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Introduction

Cyclin-dependent kinase 6 (cdk6) is a D Cyclin-activated 
kinase that phosphorylates the retinoblastoma protein (pRB) in 
G

1
 phase of the cell cycle. Following phosphorylation by a series 

of cdks in G
1
 and early S-phase, pRB releases the E2F protein, 

freeing it to bind DNA and induce transcription of S-phase genes, 
allowing cell cycle progression. Perhaps due to compensation 
by other cdks, the cdk6-knockout mouse is viable but displays 
defects in hematopoiesis.1,2 The cdk6 protein is expressed ubiq-
uitously and is downregulated in differentiating cells. Indeed, 
cdk6 modulates differentiation in specific cell types, including 
murine erythroid leukemia,3,4 primary mouse astrocytes,5 osteo-
blasts and osteoclasts,6,7 hematopoietic cells,8 and thymocytes1,9 
(for review, see ref. 10). Recent data indicate that CDK6 is not 
essential for the mammalian cell cycle and may only be essen-
tial for proliferation in specialized cells.2 In fact, a new study 
has shown that CDK6 can constrain cell proliferation in vivo 
through a transcriptional mechanism that activates the p16INK4A 
and the VEGF promoter, and that kinase activity is not required 
for these functions11.

An important role for Cdk6 in transcription and in functions 
besides direct pRB phosphorylation has been suggested by sev-
eral earlier studies. The Cdk6 oncoprotein interacts with several 
factors including Runx1, Fbxo7, and Hsp90/Cdc37, and it has 
recently been shown to phosphorylate FoxM1.8,12,13 Cdk6 inhibits 
the transcriptional activity of Runx2 independent of its kinase 
activity.6  In these studies, overexpression of Cdk6 prevented 
the Runx2 transcription factor from loading on the osteocalcin 

promoter but did not exclude pRB, a Runx2 binding cofactor.6 
Cdk6 was also shown to be required for thymocyte development 
and tumorigenesis.1,9 The kinase activity of Cdk6 is required for 
both T-cell development and for Notch-dependent commitment, 
proliferation, survival, and differentiation of T cells.1,9 Because 
Cdk6 plays a role in both development and cell cycle progression, 
it is not surprising that the gene is overexpressed or amplified 
in a variety of cancers, including oral squamous cell carcino-
mas, breast tumors, sarcomas, melanomas, and lymphomas (for 
review, see ref. 14).

The EYA proteins (EYA1–4) are the mammalian counter-
parts of the eyes absent gene product in Drosophila. Eyes absent 
is one member of the retinal determination network. This net-
work was shown to function in gonadogenesis, myogenesis, 
limb formation, neurogenesis, thymus and kidney development, 
and cell cycle control.15,16 EYA proteins function as both tyro-
sine and threonine phosphatases and form bipartite transcrip-
tional activators by interacting with a member of the sine oculis 
(Drosophila) family of proteins, termed SIX proteins in verte-
brates. The SIX proteins provide the DNA binding domain to 
tether the EYA transcriptional activator to the promoter. EYA 
proteins activate genes essential for the development of multiple 
organs and the phosphatase function of EYA has been shown to 
be required for normal development. In breast cancer cells, EYA1 
has been shown to induce transcription of Cyclin D1 dependent 
on its phosphatase function.17 EYA proteins are predominately 
expressed in progenitor cells where they regulate both cell pro-
liferation and cell survival. Mice mutant for Eya1 demonstrate 
reduced proliferation and abnormal apoptosis of kidney, muscle, 
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Cyclin-dependent kinase 6 (Cdk6) is a D-Cyclin-activated kinase that is directly involved in driving the cell cycle 
through inactivation of pRB in G1 phase. Increasingly, evidence suggests that CDK6, while directly driving the cell cycle, 
may only be essential for proliferation of specialized cell types, agreeing with the notion that CDK6 also plays an impor-
tant role in differentiation. Here, evidence is presented that CDK6 binds to and promotes degradation of the eYA2 pro-
tein. the eYA proteins are a family of proteins that activate genes essential for the development of multiple organs, 
regulate cell proliferation, and are misregulated in several types of cancer. this interaction suggests that CDK6 regulates 
eYA2 activity, a mechanism that could be important in development and in cancer.
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and ear, among other tissues. Recent data demonstrate that EYA1 
is degraded during mitotic exit by the APC/cdh1 complex18 but 
the mechanism by which EYA proteins interact with the cell cycle 
to promote proliferation in normal cells is largely unknown (for 
review, see ref. 15).

The EYA proteins are overexpressed in several types of cancers 
including breast, lung, cervix, and kidney.15 EYA2 overexpression 
in breast cancer cells increased proliferation, transformation, and 
migration and correlated with poor prognosis/outcomes in ovar-
ian and breast cancer.19,20 EYA2 expression has been shown to be 
upregulated in epithelial ovarian cancer, where it was associated 
with shortened overall survival.16 This study also revealed that 
EYA2 mRNA was highly expressed in ovarian, prostate, lung, 
and, to a lesser extent, breast and urinary tract cancers.16 Most 
recently, EYA overexpression has been observed in additional 
tumor types, including glioblastoma and other cancers of the 
brain,21 cervical cancer,21,22 colon and hematopoietic cancers,21,23 
among others.21

To better understand CDK6-specific functions in differentia-
tion and tumorigenesis, a yeast 2-hybrid screen was performed 
to identify targets that bound CDK6 but not its close homolog 
CDK4. This screen revealed an interaction between CDK6 and 
EYA2. Data presented here prove that this interaction occurs in 
cell lysates and identify a biologically important outcome of the 
interaction.

Results

CDK6 binds EYA2
To investigate non-redundant functions of the cell cycle 

kinases cdk4 and cdk6, a differential yeast 2-hybrid screen was 
performed to ascertain unique binding partners of CDK6 that 
were unable to bind to CDK4.24 Screens of both mouse and 
human fetal brain cDNA libraries (Gibco/Clontech) identified 
EYA2 as an interacting partner with CDK6 but not CDK4. It 
is important to note that this screen was performed with the 
human CDK6 cDNA that had been widely distributed in the 
field after being reported in a landmark paper.25 Later analysis 
of the human genome revealed that this circulated cDNA was 
not wild-type CDK6, but instead contained a point mutation 
at amino acid 224, changing D to Y. The aspartic acid residue 
is highly conserved at amino acid 224, being maintained in 8 
of 8 species examined.26 The cDNA insert in the pCMVcdk6 
plasmid had originated from a PCR amplification of conserved 
sequences in cdks. Sequences were amplified from HeLa cervical 
carcinoma cells and Nalm-6 pre-B leukemia cells.25,27 Thus, the 
interaction with EYA2 identified in our screen was isolated using 
CDK6D224Y. The CDK6 sequence has since been corrected to 
wild-type26 and is referred to throughout this work as CDK6WT. 
Previous work from several labs, unknowingly using the mutant 
CDK6, has demonstrated that the CDK6D224Y point mutation 

retains pRB kinase activity and does 
not affect the subcellular localization 
of the protein.5,26,28 However, neither 
the pRB kinase activity nor the ability 
to bind Cyclins, INK, and CIP/KIP 
family proteins have been rigorously 
compared between the wild-type and 
the D224Y mutant.

To determine if wild-type CDK6 
bound to EYA2, GST-binding stud-
ies were performed. Figure 1A dem-
onstrates that GST-CDK6WT was 
able to bind FLAG-EYA2 in lysates of 
transfected cells. Importantly, the same 
amount of input extract in the binding 
assay did not bind GST alone.

In order to evaluate this interaction 
in cells, we transfected HEK293T cells 
with FLAG-EYA2-expressing plas-
mids. Human embryonic kidney cells 
were chosen as a relevant cell line, since 
EYA1 and EYA2 proteins are expressed 
in fetal (EYA1) and adult (EYA2) 
human kidneys,15 and because the 
EYA1 gene is responsible for Branchio-
oto-renal syndrome (BOR), which 
causes malformations of the ears and 
kidney.15 Endogenous CDK6 is also 
expressed in HEK293T cells. Cells 
were lysed and immunoprecipitated 
with conjugated anti-CDK6 antibody 

Figure  1. Cdk6 binds eYA2. (A) GSt pull-down assay. two hundred micrograms of FLAG-EYA2-
expressing HeK293t cell extract was bound to GSt or GSt-CDK6. top panels: Anti-FLAG immunoblot 
of binding assay. Bottom panel: anti-GSt immunoblot of GSt input extracts. Right panel: anti-FLAG 
immunoblot of 100µgs HeK extract expressing FLAG-EYA2. (B) Immunoprecipitation of untransfected 
(−) and FLAG-EYA2 transfected (+) HeK293t lysates with polyclonal CDK6 antibody precipitated 
eYA2 while immunoprecipitation with rabbit IgG control beads did not. Immunoprecipitations from 
transfected cells contained an additional slower migrating band correlating with the transfected 
FLAG-tagged protein. FLAG-eYA2 was detected using both anti-FLAG (not shown) and anti-eYA2 
antibodies. (C) CDK6 immunoprecipitation (Ip) of endogenous eYA2 from oVCAR3 cell lysates. Ips 
were immunoblotted with anti-eYA2 N-16 antibody (top panel) and anti-CDK6 polyclonal antibody 
(bottom panel).
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or rabbit IgG as a control and immunoblotted with anti-EYA2 
antibody. Results shown in Figure 1B demonstrate that CDK6 
immunoprecipitated EYA2, while the control IgG did not. 
Importantly, CDK6 immunoprecipitated both endogenous and 
transfected EYA2, which were easily differentiated due to the 
FLAG-tag on transfected EYA2, visualized as a slower-migrating 
band. These results reveal CDK6 binding to both endogenous 
and ectopically expressed EYA2.

EYA2 has been shown to be overexpressed in epithelial ovar-
ian cancers.16,20 Thus, the ovarian cancer cell line, OVCAR3 
was chosen to further study the interaction of EYA2 and CDK6. 
Untransfected OVCAR3 cells were immunoprecipitated with 
polyclonal CDK6 antibody or IgG control and then immunob-
lotted with anti-EYA2 antibodies. Results in Figure 1C demon-
strate that cdk6, but not an IgG control immunoprecipitation, 
co-precipitated endogenous EYA2. Together, these studies show 
that wild-type CDK6 binds both transfected and endogenous 
EYA2 in more than one cell type.

CDK6 mutants bind EYA2
Binding studies shown in Figure 1 demonstrate that wild-

type CDK6 binds EYA2. Because this interaction was first 
identified in yeast while inadvertently screening with a mutant 
version of CDK6, CDK6D224Y, we next compared binding of 
EYA2 to CDK6WT and CDK6D224Y. Figure 2A is a CDK6 
immunoprecipitation of HEK cells transfected with FLAG-EYA2 
and either no CDK6 (−), CDK6WT (WT) or CDK6D224Y (Y). 
EYA2 protein was precipitated from all 3 conditions, demon-
strating that sufficient levels of endogenous CDK6 were avail-
able in these cells to bind and precipitate the transfected EYA2 
protein. The use of multiple anti-EYA2 antibodies (noted in fig-
ure legends) ensured that the EYA band was specific for EYA2. 
Interestingly, we noted that overexpression of CDK6WT led to 
a decrease in the amount of EYA2 precipitated as compared with 
pull-downs of endogenous CDK6 or CDK6D224Y. This could 
be due to enhanced binding of CDK6D224Y or to an increase in 
the steady-state levels of EYA2 in the presence of CDK6D224Y, 
as suggested by the immunoblot of input lysates shown in the 
bottom panel of Figure 2A.

To confirm and extend these binding studies, the interaction 
was next examined using an immunoprecipitation with mono-
clonal CDK6 antibody. In Figure 2B, the CDK6D224Y mutant 
was used to improve the EYA2 signal, since the monoclonal pull-
down was found to be less effective than the polyclonal immu-
noprecipitation. Transfected cell lysates were precipitated using a 
monoclonal CDK6 antibody or mouse IgG control. Input lysates, 
shown in the bottom panel, reveal slightly more EYA2 protein in 
CDK6D224Y transfected cells than in cells not transfected with 
CDK6. Cells that had been transfected with CDK6D224Y and 
FLAG-EYA2 precipitated EYA2 that was not present in the IgG 
control precipitation.

To determine if a kinase-inactive CDK6 can bind EYA2, cells 
were transfected with the well-characterized, kinase-inactive 
CDK6 mutant, CDK6NFG.25 As originally cloned, the NFG 
mutant also contained the Y mutation at aa224, but the NFG 
mutant used here has been corrected to encode the wild-type D 
residue. Transfected cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with 

rabbit IgG or polyclonal CDK6 antibody and immunoblotted 
with anti-FLAG antibody, as indicated in Figure 2C. These 
experiments indicate that CDK6NFG binds FLAG-EYA2 only 
slightly less well than the CDK6WT protein and decidedly less 
well than does the CDK6224Y protein, suggesting that kinase 
activity is not required for EYA2 binding. In summary, CDK6 
binds EYA2 when precipitated by polyclonal or monoclonal 
anti-CDK6 antibodies, and differences in the amount of EYA2 
bound by CDK6 or CDK6 mutants in immunoprecipitations are 
observed regardless of the antibody used to detect EYA2 in the 
immunoblot.

The EYA2 protein forms a transcriptionally active complex 
with the SIX1 protein, which has been shown to localize EYA2 
to the nucleus.29-31 Experiments were undertaken to investigate 
how the EYA2/CDK6 immune-complex is influenced by expres-
sion of SIX1. HEK293T cells were transfected with combina-
tions of CDK6WT or CDK6D224Y, FLAG-EYA2, and SIX1 
expressing plasmid, as noted. Immunoprecipitations were run on  
SDS–polyacrylamide gels and then immunoblotted with anti-
bodies as indicated in Figure 2D. Input lysates of each protein 
are shown in the lower 3 panels, with CDK6-precipitated pro-
teins shown in the upper 3 panels. These data indicate that co-
expression of SIX1 increases the steady-state levels of EYA2 in 
the presence of overexpressed CDK6, especially when the mutant 
CDK6D224Y is co-expressed (input lysates, lane 8), supporting 
previous studies of Patrick et al. that suggested that SIX1 stabi-
lized the EYA2 protein.31 The co-expression of SIX1 also resulted 
in more EYA2 being precipitated by CDK6D224Y (compare 
lane 5 and 8 of IP). Of note, lysates containing overexpressed 
wild-type CDK6 actually precipitate less EYA2 protein than 
those containing only endogenous CDK6. These results suggest 
that overexpressed CDK6 results in reduction of EYA2 being pre-
cipitated, regardless of the co-expression of SIX1 (lanes 3 vs. 4, 
lanes 6 vs. 7). Finally, either the expression of CDK6D224Y, or 
the presence of increased EYA2 results in a drastic increase in the 
levels of SIX1 being immunoprecipitated.

CDK6 promotes the degradation of the EYA2 protein
To determine the effect of CDK6 expression on the stability 

of the EYA2 protein, half-life experiments were performed using 
cycloheximide to block translation. HEK293T cells were trans-
fected with CDK6 or mutant versions of CDK6, as indicated in 
Figure 3. After overnight transfection, cells were treated with 
cycloheximide, lysates collected at timepoints indicated, and 
EYA2 immunoblots performed.

These experiments demonstrated that the half-life of EYA2 
expressed in HEK293T cells was 6 hours. This is longer than 
that reported for stably expressed Flag-EYA1 in NIH3T3 cells, 
which has been reported to be 98 min.18 The addition of co-trans-
fected CDK6WT reduced the EYA2 half-life 12-fold to 24 min. 
To determine the effect of SIX1 on the EYA2/CDK6 complex, 
half-life experiments were performed with lysates from cells trans-
fected with all 3 plasmids. Interestingly, SIX1 expression partially 
stabilized the EYA2 protein against CDK6-mediated degrada-
tion. The calculated half-life of these experiments was 86 min, 
approximately 3 times longer than CDK6 alone, but well shy of 
the 6-h half-life of EYA2 without CDK6 expression. This finding 
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is consistent with a previously published study that demonstrated 
that expression of the SIX1 protein stabilized the EYA2 protein.31

To understand some of the properties of CDK6 that facili-
tate EYA2 degradation, CDK6 mutants were examined in half-
life experiments. Interestingly, expression of the Cdk6 mutant 
CDK6D224Y did not decrease the half-life of EYA2. In fact, 
experiments revealed that EYA2 half-life in the presence of 
CDK6D224Y was 6 hours, the same as EYA2 without CDK6 
co-transfection. Importantly, an immunoblot for CDK6 dem-
onstrated that the protein was indeed made and was relatively 
stable in these experiments. To determine if kinase activity of 

CDK6 was required for CDK6-mediated degradation of EYA2, 
the CDK6NFG mutant was tested. Transfection of CDK6NFG 
and EYA2 resulted in a half-life of 27 min, essentially indistin-
guishable from that of CDK6 wild-type.

Thus, CDK6 reduces EYA2 half-life significantly, and 
the SIX1 protein partially protects against this degradation. 
CDK6D224Y expression does not reduce the half-life of EYA2 
despite a proven ability to bind the protein (Fig. 2). The kinase 
activity is not required for the degradation function of CDK6, 
since the EYA2 half-life was very similar when either CDK6 or 
CDK6NFG was co-expressed with EYA2.

Figure 2. CDK6 MUtANtS bind eYA2. (A) Immunoprecipitation of HeK293t cells transfected with FLAG-EYA2 and wild-type CDK6 (Wt), CDK6D224Y (Y), or 
empty vector (-). Lysates were immunoprecipitated with CDK6 antibody or rabbit IgG control and immunoblotted with anti-eYA2 (Abcam) and with anti-
CDK6 (pierce) antibody. Input lysates are shown in the bottom panels. (B) Monoclonal CDK6 Immunoprecipitation. Immunoblots of transfected HeK293t 
cells immunoprecipitated with monoclonal CDK6 antibody (pierce) or monoclonal IgG control. Immunoblots of input lysates are shown in the bottom 
panel. Both panels probed with anti-eYA2 (Abcam) antibody. (C) HeK293t cells transfected with empty vector (−), CDK6WT (Wt), CDK6D224Y (Y), or CDK6NFG 
(NFG) were immunoprecipitated with cdk6 antibody or rabbit IgG control, as noted. Immunoblots of Ips (top panels) and of input lysates (bottom panel) 
were probed with anti-FLAG and anti-cdk6 (pierce) antibodies. (D) Complexes immunoprecipitated from HeK293t cells with or without the addition of 
vectors expressing FLAG-eYA2, SIX1, and CDK6 variants. Immunoprecipitations with polyclonal conjugated CDK6 antibody (Santa Cruz) in the top 3 panels. 
Input lysates shown in the bottom 3 panels. All blots probed with antibodies as indicated in the figure: eYA2 (Abcam), CDK6 (Novus), SIX1 (4–2, Ford).
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Proteasome treatment stabilizes EYA2
Next, experiments were undertaken to determine if CDK6-

induced degradation of EYA2 involves the proteasome. 
HEK293T cells were transfected with FLAG-EYA2 with and 
without co-transfection of CDK6. Experiments were also co-
transfected with a lysine-less ubiquitin construct. This ubiquitin 
mutant, UbKO, is conjugation-deficient due to mutation of all 

7 lysines to arginines. Because UbKO does not contain a lysine 
as a point of attachment for additional ubiquitin molecules, it 
inhibits chain elongation and mono-ubiquitin intermediates 
are preferentially trapped. However, due to the large reservoir 
of endogenous ubiquitin, some longer Ub chains are formed 
in the presence of transfected UbKO.32 Figure 4A is an immu-
noblot that demonstrates that the addition of the proteasome 

Figure 3. CDK6 promotes degradation of eYA2. Immunoblots of HeK293t cells transfected with indicated plasmids and treated with cycloheximide 
(CHX) for indicated times in minutes, with the exception of the FLAG-eYA2 panel in which CHX treatment is noted in hours. D indicates DMSo (in which 
cycloheximide was dissolved) treatment for 2 hours. V in CDK6 lane indicates Vector, pCMV empty vector. each transfection was equalized with empty 
vector to ensure that equal amounts of CMV promoter were included in each experiment. Loading controls and CDK6/SIX1 blots are also shown, as rel-
evant, for each experiment. pixels in the linear range were measured (Bio-Rad Chemi-Doc) for each band and normalized so that the number of pixels 
in the eYA2 alone condition was 100%. the percentage of pixels in all other eYA2 bands were plotted vs. time and the half-life calculated from a linear 
curve fit of the data points.
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blocker, MG132, stabilized the EYA2 protein even in the pres-
ence of CDK6 overexpression. This stabilization was further 
enhanced by the co-transfection of UbKO. Figure 4B provides 
additional evidence for proteasome-mediated degradation. In 
this figure, slower migrating bands that react with the EYA2 
antibody can be visualized, suggesting ubiquitination of EYA2. 
Of note, in the presence of CDK6, the slower-migrating band is 
less prevalent, perhaps indicating that the mono-ubiquitinated 

form of EYA2 is reduced (compare lane 2 and 3, 5 and 6), as 
might be expected if CDK6 is causing the ubiquitinated forms 
to turnover. Figure 4C examines the effect of the proteasome 
inhibitor Lactacystin on EYA2 levels, also in HEK293T cells 
transfected with EYA2 or EYA2 and CDK6-expressing plasmids. 
Both short and long exposures of the immunoblot are shown for 
comparison, as are immunoblots of CDK6 and tubulin as a load-
ing control. Together, these data indicate that both MG132 and 

Lactacystin stabilize the EYA2 protein against 
CDK6-mediated degradation, providing fur-
ther support for a role for the proteasome in this 
process.

EYA2 degradation in nuclear and cytoplas-
mic compartments

Both nuclear and cytoplasmic expression of 
EYA2 are required for complete eye restoration 
in Drosophila,33 suggesting that EYA proteins 
function in both compartments. To investigate 
the influence of CDK6 on EYA2 localization in 
the cytoplasm and nucleus, fractionation experi-
ments were performed. Previous work has dem-
onstrated that SIX1 translocates EYA2 to the 
nucleus.29,30 Also, the SIX1V17E point mutant, 
which is unable to bind EYA2, abrogated nuclear 
translocation, and co-expression of the SIX1 pro-
tein resulted in stabilization of EYA2 protein.31

HEK293T cells were transfected with FLAG-
EYA2, CDK6, and SIX1-expressing plasmids in 
combinations indicated in Figure 5. The addi-
tion of CDK6 to the cells resulted in a significant 
decrease in both the nuclear and cytoplasmic 
steady-state levels of EYA2 protein. The addi-
tion of SIX1 to the experiment resulted in a sta-
bilization of EYA2, consistent with results in 
Figures 2D and 3. Data in Figure 5 suggest that 
expression of SIX1 may preferentially stabilize 
the nuclear fraction of EYA2 (compare lanes 2 
and 4) and stabilize against cdk6-mediated 
degradation, especially in the nuclear fraction 
(lanes 3 vs. 5 nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions). 
Based on results with the V17E mutant of SIX1, 
stabilization appears to be dependent upon SIX1 
binding or perhaps SIX1-directed nuclear local-
ization of EYA2 (lanes 5 and 7).

Upon addition of CDK6, the EYA2 protein 
is degraded, and decreased levels are seen in all 
lanes (lane 3, 5, 7). This CDK6-dependent loss 
of EYA2 protein is evident in both the nuclear 
and cytoplasmic fractions. Of interest, the SIX1 
protein is also reduced in the presence of CDK6 
expression (compare lanes 5 to 4, lane 7 to 6). 
This decrease is not simply due to the increase of 
CMV promoters transfected, because each trans-
fection was equalized using the pCMV empty 
vector. Rather, the reduction in SIX1 protein in 
the presence of CDK6 may be secondary to the 

Figure  4. MG132 and lactacystin stabilize eYA2 against CDK6-mediated degradation. 
(A) MG132 stabilizes eYA2 protein even in the presence of CDK6. one hundred and fifty 
micrograms of transfected cell extract were loaded per lane and blotted with the Ford 
Lab19  anti-eYA2 antibody. Similar results were seen with the N-16 anti-eYA2 antibody. 
(B)  Intentional overexposure of transfected cell extracts to allow detection of slower 
migrating species of eYA2. each lane contains 75 µg of protein. (C) Lactacystin stabilizes 
eYA2 both without and with co-expression of CDK6. one hundred and fifty µg transfected 
cell extract per lane. Immunoblot was probed with the Ford lab anti-eYA2 antibody, CDK6 
with C-21 antibody, and tubulin with Sigma anti-tubulin antibody.
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reduction in EYA2 protein levels or could reflect an independent 
effect of CDK6 on SIX1 steady-state levels.

Discussion

The EYA proteins are part of a conserved regulatory network 
that plays a key role in development of multiple organs, including 
the eye, muscle, ears, heart, lungs, pharyngeal pouches, craniofa-
cial skeleton, and parathyroid. EYA proteins influence develop-
ment and advance cancer progression through their function as 
pro-proliferative, anti-apoptotic factors (for review, see ref. 15). 
Despite a well-understood function of EYA in cell proliferation, 
its mechanism of action in the cell cycle is largely unknown. Of 
interest, the cell cycle regulators Cyclin D1, p27, and c-myc are 
target genes of the EYA transcriptional activators.

Here, we provide evidence of a novel interaction between 
EYA2 and the CDK6 cell cycle kinase. CDK6 was found to 
bind EYA2 in a yeast 2-hybrid screen, in a GST system, in 
transfected and untransfected HEK293T cells and in OVCAR3 
cells. EYA2 binds 2 point mutants of CDK6, CDK6D224Y and 
CDK6NFG. We have here demonstrated a functional outcome 
of this interaction: CDK6 expression results in the degradation 
of the EYA2 protein. We have shown that the kinase activity of 
CDK6 is not required for this function, since the CDK6NFG 
mutant also leads to degradation of EYA2, but the CDK6D224Y 
mutant does not. Our data indicate that 
the SIX1 protein partially stabilized 
EYA2 against CDK6-mediated degra-
dation. Data presented here are consis-
tent with recent work by Sun et al., who 
demonstrated that EYA1 is degraded 
via ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis.18 
Importantly, we find that both ecto-
pic and endogenous CDK6 can bind 
ectopic and endogenous EYA2, sup-
porting the physiological relevance of 
this interaction. Furthermore, we have 
shown that overexpressed CDK6 can 
degrade overexpressed EYA2 with func-
tional specificity. However, it remains 
unkown if and when this degradation 
occurs physiologically; we hypothesize 
that this function of CDK6 is specific 
to cell cycle phase or differentiation sta-
tus. Indeed, previous studies from our 
lab demonstrated that CDK6 is largely 
localized to the cytoplasm, suggest-
ing that CDK6 could target EYA2 in 
the cytoplasm, limiting nuclear func-
tions with the oncogenic SIX proteins. 
However, our studies demonstrated that 
EYA2 was localized to the nucleus in the 
presence of functional SIX1, regardless 
of CDK6 expression.

Regulated degradation of EYA2 may 
have relevance in cancer cells. EYA2 has 

been found to be overexpressed in epithelial ovarian cancers,16 
cervical cancers22, and lung adenocarcinoma, and its overexpres-
sion correlated with poor prognosis.34 EYA2 is also overexpressed 
in breast cancers16,19,20 and hematopoietic cancers.21,23 In mam-
mary epithelial cells, EYA2 promotes transformation, migration, 
and invasion, and EYA2 is required to mediate the prometastatic 
function of SIX1.19,20 Furthermore, the ability of SIX1 to medi-
ate metastasis has been shown to be dependent on its interaction 
with EYA2.21

Given the well-established oncogenic roles of EYA proteins, it 
seems paradoxical that the CDK6 protein, which is itself onco-
genic when activated by D Cyclins, promotes the degradation of 
the EYA2 protein. However, a model for EYA2 degradation that 
could rectify this seeming contradiction can be inferred from 
studies focused on the FoxM1 protein, which is synthesized and 
degraded in every cell division. Phosphorylation of FoxM1 by cell 
cycle kinases, including cdk6,12 activates its ability to promote 
cell cycle progression, and dephosphorylation of FoxM1 in late 
M phase leads to destruction by APC in the following G

1
 phase,35 

thus allowing proper timing of FoxM1 function. In what may 
turn out to be a similar mechanism, EYA1 has been shown to be 
ubiquitinated by APC/cdh1 in mitotic exit/early G

1
 phase and 

degraded through the proteasome.18 Interestingly, SIX1 has also 
been shown to be degraded by APC in M phase.36,37 Our hypoth-
esis is that EYA2 may be regulated in a manner similar to FoxM1, 

Figure 5. Subcellular localization of eYA2. HeK293t cells transfected as indicated in the figure were 
lysed and fractionated. eighty-five µg of cell extract was loaded in each lane of an SDS/pAGe gel. 
Resulting blots were then probed with eYA2 antibody (N-16), CDK6 antibody (pierce), SIX1 antibody 
(4–2), or HDAC and tubulin antibodies as loading controls. Lane 1 is a vector-only control.
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with the inactive pool of CDK6 functioning to constrain cell 
division by promoting degradation of the pro-mitotic EYA2 pro-
tein. In the experimental design employed here, the overexpres-
sion of CDK6 is expected to generate a large inactive pool, since 
the endogenous pool of activating Cyclin D molecules limits 
active complexes of CyclinD/CDK6. We demonstrate that inac-
tive CDK6—either overexpressed CDK6WT or CDK6NFG—
results in the degradation of EYA2. The model predicts that this 
inactive pool of Cdk6, mimicking the Cdk6 present in late M or 
early G

1
 phase, would constrain the cell cycle by promoting the 

degradation of the pro-mitotic EYA2 molecule.
Fortuitously, we have also found that the D224Y mutation 

of CDK6 prevents increased degradation of EYA2. Of interest, 
a 15 000 step combined Monte Carlo torsional variation and 
large-scale low mode method conformational search38-40 of the 
CDK6D224Y structure (pdb code = 1BLX) predicts a strong 
hydrogen bond between the phenolic proton on Tyr224 and the 
amide oxygen of Val190. As a consequence the Y224-I235 α helix 
is drawn closer to the E189-T198 loop. It remains to be deter-
mined how this structural change influences the ability of CDK6 
to enhance the degradation of EYA2. This mutant provides an 
important tool with which we can now dissect CDK6 functions 
required to promote degradation of EYA2 and determine the 
involvement of Cyclin and SIX proteins in the complex.

Materials and Methods

Transfection of cells and derivation of plasmids
HEK293T cells were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 

(Invitrogen/Gibco Life Sciences). pcDNA3FLAG-EYA2 con-
structs were a kind gift of Pascal Maire and Patrick Casey.41,42 
In these vectors, the human EYA2 sequence used was identical 
to complete coding sequence (Accession Y10261). (Casey Lab, 
Duke). Human CDK6 and CDK6D224Y were expressed from 
the CMV promoter in the pCMV plasmid which has been previ-
ously described.26 The pCMVCDK6NFG was corrected using the 
Quick change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent) to change 
the tyrosine at aa224 to aspartic acid in the CDK6NFG cDNA. 
The resulting cDNA was cloned back into the pCMV vector. The 
SIX1-expressing plasmid contains human SIX1 downstream of 
the CMV promoter in pCDNA3. The ubiquitin mutant UBKO 
was expressed from the CMV promoter in plasmid pGFP-UbKO.
G76V, obtained from Addgene. This is a conjugation deficient 
mutant in which all 7 lysines are mutated to arginines. In experi-
ments where EYA2 and CDK6 were co-transfected, pCMVNeo-
Bam empty vector was used to equalize the CMV promoters in 
lanes lacking pCMVCDK6 transfection. HEK cells were carried 
in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum, 10% penicillin/strep-
tomyocin with additional L-glutamine.

GST
HEK293T cells were transfected with 8 µg EYA2-expressing 

plasmid in a 60-mm dish. Cells were lysed in 200 µl ELB with 
100 µl of 30% glycerol added to the lysate. GST and CDK6GST 
fusion proteins were extracted from the bacterial pellet in pull-
down buffer (50 mM Tris 8.0, 100 mm NaCL, 1 mM EDTA, 
1 mM DTT, with 1 mg/ml lysozyme, 0.3% sarkosyl, and 1.0% 

triton). 10 µl of glutathione 4B Sepharose (GE Healthcare) 
were added to approximately equivalent amounts, as indicated 
by immunoblot, of GST protein. 200 µg of HEK293T lysate 
expressing FLAG-EYA2 was bound with GST and CDK6-GST 
sepharose. 100 µg (50% of binding assay input) of extract was 
blotted in the input immunoblot. Antibodies: anti-GST, GE 
Healthcare; anti-FLAG, Pierce (DYKDDDDK epitope).

Immunoprecipitations and immunoblots
HEK293T cells were transfected with (+) or without (−) 3 

µg FLAG-EYA2 plasmid, 3 µg CDK6, or CDK6 mutant plasmid, 
or 1 µg SIX1-expressing plasmids. Cells were lysed in E1A lysis 
Buffer (ELB) (250 mM NaCL, 50 mM HEPES, 5 mM EDTA, 
0.1% NP40) with HALT protease inhibitors (Thermo Scientific). 
Five hundred to 800 µg of transfected cell extract were pre-
cipitated with agarose-conjugated anti-CDK6 antibody or con-
trol IgG pre-incubated with Protein A/G beads (Santa Cruz). 
Immunoprecipitations (IPs) were repeated 2 or 3 times and 
immunoblots of IPs were probed with several different antibodies 
to EYA2 to ensure specificity, as noted in figure legends. Anti-
EYA2 antibodies used were as follows: N-16 anti-EYA2 antibody 
(Santa-Cruz Biotechnologies), RabMab anti-EYA2 (Abcam, rab-
bit monoclonal to a synthetic N-terminal peptide), or the Ford 
Lab anti-EYA2 (polyclonal, made to aa 17–3719). Antibodies to 
other proteins were C-21 anti-CDK6 antibody (Santa-Cruz), 
monoclonal CDK6 (Pierce Scientific), the 4–2 SIX1 antibody,37 
anti-FLAG antibody (Pierce Scientific). OVCAR3 cells were 
lysed in ELB. The entire sample (13.4 mg) was pre-cleared with 
rabbit IgG and sepharose beads for 1 h at 4 °C. OVCAR3 immu-
noprecipitations and controls were performed using 3 mg of pre-
cleared extract per reaction and precipitated with agarose beads 
in GST pull-down buffer for 3 h at 4 °C. Beads were washed  
4 times in cold ELB.

Half-life experiments
HEK293T cells were transfected overnight with 1 µg 

pCDNA3FLAG-EYA2 and 3 µg pCMVCDK6, pCMVCDK6 
mutants, or 3 µg pCMV empty vector. When used, 3 µg pCD-
NA3SIX1 was co-transfected in place of the pCMV vector. A 
total of 7 µg plasmid DNA were transfected onto 800 000 cells 
in a 6-well dish. After 20 h, media was removed and cells were 
fed fresh media. Media containing cycloheximide at 0.1 mg/ml 
was added to the monolayer, and cells were harvested at time-
points post-cycloheximide treatment, as indicated. Cells were 
lysed in ELB buffer, protein concentrations determined, and 
equal amounts of proteins loaded in each lane of an 8% SDS/
PAGE gel. Proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane and 
probed with antibodies as indicated. Some blots were stripped 
with Thermo ReStore stripping reagent (Thermo/Fisher), as nec-
essary for (size) overlapping signals. Blots were exposed to film 
and were also acquired on a Bio-Rad Chemi-Doc and analyzed 
with Quantity One 1-D analysis software (Bio-Rad), allowing 
quantitation of bands only in the linear range to allow accurate 
half-life calculations. Each experiment is representative of at least 
3 independent repeats, and blots were probed with both N-16 
and the Ford anti-EYA2 antibody, which has been shown to be 
specific for EYA2.19 Immunoblots of loading controls and co-
expressed proteins are shown with each experiment.
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Proteasome inhibitors
HEK293T cells were transfected as indicated in the figure using 

1 µg of pCDNA3FLAG-EYA2 plasmid, 3 µg of pCMVCDK6 plas-
mid, and 4 µg of UbK0 plasmid, with the total of 8 µg being made 
up with pCMVneobam plasmid. Precipitates were left on for 20 h 
and MG132 was added to a concentration of 20 µM for 4 h prior 
to lysis. For lactacystin experiments, HEK293T cells were trans-
fected as above and precipitates left on the cells for 18–20 h. Each 
transfected well was subsequently split equally into 2 wells, one of 
which was treated with 10 µM Lactacystin (Enzo) and one with 
DMSO control, both for 5 h. Cells were lysed in ELB with HALT 
protease inhibitors (Pierce) and 2 mM NEM (alfa Aesar). One 
hundred and fifty µg of extract was run on a 10% gel, transferred 
to nitrocellulose, and incubated with antibodies as noted. The  
short exposure was 1 min on film and the long exposure 12 min.

Fractionation
Cells were transfected, harvested 22 h later, lysed and fraction-

ated according to the Nu-Per kit (Pierce), and 85 µg of protein 

were loaded in each lane. Fractionated extracts were loaded to 
10% gels, transferred to PVDF membranes, and probed with 
the following antibodies: EYA2 with Abcam antibody, CDK6 
with Pierce antibody, SIX1 with 4–2 antibody, polyclonal to 
HDAC (Pierce Scientific), and Tubulin (Sigma) antibody. Blots 
were stripped (Thermo ReStore) prior to exposure to SIX1 and 
tubulin.
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